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Welcome
Welcome to Epicor® Payment Exchange™. We are delighted that you have chosen us as your payment processing
partner. The Epicor team understands that your job is to run your business, not to worry about payment
processing. That is why we offer the Epicor Payment Exchange services.
Epicor Payment Exchange was created with one goal in mind: To help you, our customer, capture every sale
processed through your Epicor® system with an easy‐to‐use, reliable payment solution. We have designed our
service to be secure, reliable, and competitively priced to provide a high level of security for you and your
customers.
Our goals with Epicor Payment Exchange are to exceed your expectations, process your payment transactions
quickly and efficiently, and maintain the safety of your customer information. You will have access to analyze your
transactions at any time through secure online access to help you manage your business and streamline your back
office. Our support staff is available to offer best‐in‐class service any time you call.
On behalf of the Epicor team, Welcome. We look forward to exceeding your expectations as one of our valued
customers.
Sincerely,.

Matt Mullen
Vice President
Product and Commerce Solutions
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Payment Card Industry
Data Security Standards (PCI DSS) Overview
What is PCI DSS?
The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) is a set of security standards that were created by the
major credit card companies (American Express, Discover Financial Services, JCB, MasterCard Worldwide, and Visa
International), to protect their customers from identity theft and security breaches. Under the PCI DSS, a business
or organization should be able to assure their customers that its credit card data/account information and
transaction information is safe from hackers or any malicious system intrusion. The following are 12 key
requirements to achieving PCI DSS compliance:

Build and maintain a secure network
Requirement 1
Install and maintain a firewall configuration to protect cardholder data
Requirement 2
Do not use vendor‐supplied defaults for system passwords and other security parameters

Protect cardholder data
Requirement 3
Protect stored cardholder data
Requirement 4
Encrypt transmission of cardholder data across open, public networks

Maintain a vulnerability management program
Requirement 5
Use and regularly update anti‐virus software
Requirement 6
Develop and maintain secure systems and applications

Implement strong access control measures
Requirement 7
Restrict access to cardholder data by business need‐to‐know
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Requirement 8
Identify and authenticate access systems and components.
Assign a unique ID to each person with computer access
Requirement 9
Restrict physical access to cardholder data

Regularly monitor and test networks
Requirement 10
Track and monitor all access to network resources and cardholder data
Requirement 11
Regularly test security systems and processes

Maintain an information security policy
Requirement 12
Maintain a policy that addresses information security
The first version of PCI DSS was introduced in September 2006. At this time, the PCI Security Standards Council
established a continual two year cycle of review and revision of PCI DSS. For the most current information
regarding PCI DSS, visit www.pcisecuritystandards.org.

Peace of mind
PCI DSS compliant payment processing solutions
Epicor is committed to providing you with solutions that enable you to meet or exceed the requirements of PCI
DSS.
To learn more about PCI DSS visit the PCI Security Standards Council Website at www.pcisecuritystandards.org.
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Payment Card Industry
Data Security with Trustwave
Epicor, through its Epicor Payment Exchange™ (EPX), has partnered with Trustwave® to design a value program to
help your business protect and secure your customers’ sensitive cardholder data. As you may be aware, the five
major card networks established the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) as a set of
requirements for merchants to use when configuring their point‐of‐sale environments. ALL MERCHANTS ARE
REQUIRED TO COMPLY WITH APPLICABLE PCI DSS MANDATES. For additional information, please visit
www.pcisecuritystandards.org. The Trustwave program has been specifically designed to make it easier to achieve
and maintain PCI/DSS certifications. First, we’ll identify how you accept credit cards. Next, you’ll be connected to a
PCI Wizard for your business to guide you through the PCI DSS certification process and identify steps you need to
take to protect your business. As a part of the program you will be contacted quarterly to verify ongoing
compliance with PCI DSS and keep you current on any change. In addition, this program provides $50,000 in data
breach protection specifically designed to help your business should you experience an actual breach. This
protection is offered exclusively by Royal Group Services, the electronic payments industry experts, and is 100%
underwritten by financially strong insurance organizations rated “A” by independent third party agencies. Please
see www.royalgroupservices.com for details of the policy.
To assist you in verifying compliance, we have automatically enrolled your business into the PCI program as a part
of setting up your processing account with Epicor. Within the next 30 days we will send you an invitation to
register on the Trustkeeper website at https://pci.trustwave.com/epicor. Reaching compliance must take place
within 90 days from the date your merchant account was open. To get started immediately, you can register now
at https://pci.trustwave.com/epicor. While the program is required as a part of our verification for PCI DSS
compliance, we help make it affordable with a monthly rate of $15.00 per location. Merchants who are not
compliant within 90 days from the date your merchant account is open will be assessed a non‐compliance fee of
$30.00 per location per month. Avoiding this fee is easy as we will send you instructions via email. Simply review
and follow the instructions to ensure your compliance with PCI DSS.
If your PCI DSS compliance has already been validated by an Authorized Scanning Vendor (ASV) you may avoid the
monthly fee by attesting to compliance by visiting the website and completing registration. If you are using
another vendor, you will be required to register and upload a copy of your certification of compliance.
Thank you for taking the time to review this important information. Please watch for the next communication
about this program and complete registration. If you have any questions please contact Customer Support at
800.853.1499. We appreciate your business and encourage you to take advantage of this valuable program.
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Merchant Point-of-Sale
Guidelines1
Face‐to‐face transactions—check all card security features
Check the card for a hologram
A hologram is a three‐dimensional symbol in either gold or silver foil that is designed to help deter counterfeiting.
The image should reflect light and appear to move when you tilt the card. The Visa hologram is a dove. The
MasterCard hologram is two interlocking globes. Discover Cards display either a three dimensional hologram on
the front or back of the Card OR a three‐dimensional holographic magnetic stripe on the back of the Card, reflects
light, and appears to move as you rotate.

Check the expiration date
The card is valid through the last date of the month. Do not accept an expired card.

Check the valid date
Some cards will have this feature, in which the card is not valid until the date shown. Do not accept an invalid card.

Check the four digits
For Visa and MasterCard cards, the first four digits of the embossed card number must match the four digits
preprinted above or below that number. The last four digits of the Card Number may be displayed on the back of
the Card and are commonly printed in reverse indent printing on the signature panel.

Check the draft for a clear impression
When using a manual imprinter
This will ensure that you have captured the embossed card account number. Complete the draft with the date,
description of merchandise/service, sales tax, total dollar amount, authorization number and signature.

Obtain a manual imprint of the customer’s card
When using an electronic printer and the card can not be magnetic‐strip real
Obtaining a manual imprint of the card will ensure that you have captured the embossed card number. Use the
manual sales draft to complete the transaction.

Obtain the customer’s signature
Match the signature on the draft to the signature on the back of the card.

1

These guidelines have been developed to help reduce risks inherent with payment processing.
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If the customer’s card is unsigned, request another form of identification with a photo and signature. Request that
the customer sign his or her card and then compare the signatures. If the customer refuses to sign, inform him that
you are unable to accept an unsigned card for payment and request another form of payment.

Storage of drafts
You may keep microfilm or other copies of Sales Data for up to three (3) years from the date of the Card
Transaction. Merchants must store all paper copies of sales drafts for 18 months—whether you process manual
drafts or electronic receipts. This ensures that you can produce copies of requested drafts and avoid being charged
back for nonreceipt of requested item. Store your drafts in their original batches, in date order, for easy location.
Mail and telephone order merchants may benefit from facsimile drafts, from which we can produce a facsimile of
sales receipt for mail and telephone orders using information originally provided in settlement. Contact your
customer service representative for more information on this service.

Remember
Hold the card until the transaction is completed!
Retaining the card throughout the transaction enables you to complete all of the security checks without having to
ask the customer to represent his or her card again for a signature comparison or possible “call center” procedure.
You will avoid checkout delays and ensure a smooth transaction.
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Face-to-Face Transactions
What to Look For
Look for physical evidence












The hologram is missing or of poor quality
The customer’s signature does not match the one on the card
A MasterCard signature panel does not contain the MasterCard wordmark
A Visa card signature panel does not contain the titled Visa pattern
The words “DISCOVER” or “DISCOVER NETWORK” does not appear on the front of the Card under
ultraviolet light.
The card is warped or has a dull finish
The account number and cardholder name are ironed out and the card is embossed with a different
number—evidence of this alteration is noticeable on the back of the card.
The account number is tilted or slanted, or the embossed data spacing is off
The printed information is on top of the laminated surface of the card
The printing on the back of the card is blurry or distorted
Information displayed on the terminal or electronic printer receipt does not match the account number
embossed on the front of the card

Be alert for suspicious behavior








The customer appears nervous or overly talkative
The customer buys clothing without trying it on for size
The customer questions the sales clerk about the floor limit, and then makes several separate
purchases that approach but do not exceed the floor limit
The customer declines the alterations or delivery although they are included in the price
The card is produced from a pocket, not a wallet
The customer signs the sales draft in a deliberate or unnatural manner
The customer presents only a temporary driver’s license without a photo

Card‐not‐present transactions
How to reduce your risk of fraud
In the mail and telephone order business, payment by card is the preferred method—unfortunately it can be a
risky one. When neither the card nor the customer is physically present at the point‐of‐sale, the merchant
experiences the greatest exposure to disputes, chargebacks and fraud.
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Authorize every sale on the order date
Authorizations are valid for a specific number of days:
Visa—up to 7 days, MasterCard—up to 30 days. Discover—A positive Authorization Response will remain valid for
(30) calendar days from the date of the Authorization Response for Card Sales in the lodging industry, car rental
industry, airline and passenger railway industries, other travel MCCs including passenger transport, and all
International Card Sales. A positive Authorization Response will remain valid for (10) calendar days from the date
of the Authorization Response for Card Sales in all other industries and MCCs. Merchandise must be shipped and
sales must be deposited within these timeframes or the authorization will expire. If your shipping date exceeds
these timeframes, obtain a new authorization code before shipping the merchandise.

Remember
For retail or face‐to‐face sales, the card and the cardholder must be present at the point‐of‐sale.
All sales in which the card is not present either in person, by mail or by telephone order, are taken at your own
risk. However, reviewing the following guidelines may help you make more informed decisions on whether to
accept such sales at your business.

Record the card account number
A Discover card number begins with a 6 and has 16 digits.
A Visa card number begins with a 4 and has 13 or 16 digits.
A MasterCard card number begins with a 5 and has 16 digits.

Ask for both a billing and shipping address
If the addresses differ, determine whether the difference seems reasonable.

Ask for the customer’s phone number
Ask for the phone number not as a condition for accepting the sale, but as a customer service tool. This enables
you to call the customer for various reasons: to inform him or her that merchandise is back ordered, to request
another form of payment if the authorization is declined or to verify information if the caller seems unclear about
address details.

Ask for the code on the back of the card
Visa Card Verification Value 2 (CVV2) or MasterCard Card Validation Code 2 (CVC2) or Discover Card
Identification Data (CID)
Turn the card over and read the last three digits, which trail the account number printed in the signature panel
(this is the CVV2, CVC2 or CID code).
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NOTE: Merchants who request the CVV2, CVC2 or CID code will receive a match or no match response when
entering the transaction into a terminal for processing.

Use the address verification service (AVS)
AVS enables you to compare the billing address provided by the customer with the billing address on file at his
cardissuing bank. You receive a verification code indicating a match or partial match. While this is not a guarantee
against chargebacks, it allows you to make more informed decisions before shipping. Contact your customer
service representative for more information on utilizing AVS.

Do not deposit sales until the ship date
Visa and MasterCard regulations do not permit merchants to receive payment for sales until the goods or services
are delivered to the customer. Obtain an authorization on the order date, but do not deposit the sale until the ship
date. Visa transactions for custom‐ordered merchandise may be deposited on or after the order date, under the
condition that the merchant has informed the customer that he will be billed prior to shipping. You may not
submit Sales Data until the goods or services are completely delivered to the Cardholder.

Mail an order confirmation notice to the cardholder prior to shipping
This will not prevent chargebacks, but may reduce the number of inquiries and ticket requests.

Request that your customer service number appear on the customer’s
credit card statement
Discover Card allows mail and phone order merchants to place their customer service number where the city
normally would appear on the cardholder’s statement. Both Visa and MasterCard regulations permit mail and
telephone order merchants to place their customer service telephone number where the merchant city would
normally appear. This may help the customer recognize the charge when it appears on the statement and reduce
the number of ticket requests and disputes. Contact your customer service representative to discuss this option.
Always credit the same card that a sale transaction was done on. Crediting another card leaves your business
subject to chargeback.
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Fraudulent Transactions
Top Ten Warning Signs—Telephone and Mail Order
Hesitant caller
Beware of callers with shaky voices or delayed responses to questions. This may indicate that the caller is not
comfortable with the information.

Rush orders
Rush orders are a favorite weapon of the “here today/gone tomorrow” schemes.

P.O. boxes and mail receiving services
Most delivery services will not deliver to these addresses. This may indicate lack of permanent address.

Above average transaction amounts
Merchants often know the amount of an average sale. Be wary of those transactions that greatly exceed the norm.

Purchases that can be easily converted to cash
Examples include electronics, jewelry and leather goods.

Geographic location
The top five states with fraudulent activity are California, Florida, Illinois, New York and Texas.

1‐800 return phone numbers
Be suspicious of toll‐free telephone numbers when given as the day or evening phone number. Attempt to get a
direct line instead.

Multiple orders in a short period of time
Many merchant systems show all orders placed to a certain account or unique customer number. Be especially
aware of multiple orders.

Unusual transaction sequences
If the customer typically purchases only accessories and novelty items, but calls in to purchase a new spring
wardrobe there may be cause for verification.

Fourth quarter
Fraud is always a consideration, but fraudulent activity seems widespread, particularly around the holidays.
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E-commerce Transactions
Signs of Potential Fraud
Processing electronic commerce transactions
Be alert for the following:






A first purchase which is also typically the sole purchase made, allowing criminals to minimize the
possibility of identification associated with recurring purchases
Larger than normal orders that maximize purchases on time‐limited stolen or bogus payment card
accounts
Orders consisting of multiples of the same item or big‐ticket items that maximize resale value and
profit potential
Orders shipped rush or overnight to deliver fraudulently obtained items as soon as possible for quick
resale
Orders from Internet addresses using free e‐mail services that do not require a billing relationship or
verification that an account was opened by a legitimate cardholder

E‐Commerce data security
Best practices when building your website
Consider the following best practices on information security when building an e‐commerce website.
Create a page that educates visitors and customers about your website’s information security practices and
controls. In particular, you should:



Inform consumers how card account information is protected during transmission, on your server and
at your physical location
Make the page available to all your website visitors through a link on your home page.

Create a “Frequently Asked Questions” (FAQ) page that includes questions and answers on how consumers can
protect themselves when shopping online.
If you are using Verified by Visa or MasterCard SecureCode, add the logo to your home page, security information
page and checkout pages. Also include instructions on how both programs work.
Do not use and advise customers against using e‐mails, for transactions. Some customers may wrongly believe
that e‐mail is a secure way to transmit personal account information. This is actually a non‐secure way to do
business. In order to protect your customers, you should highlight best security practices on your website and in
any reply email. In particular, you should inform customers that:


Email is a non‐secure way for transmitting information and should never be used to transmit card
account numbers or other sensitive information
Your website has information encryption capabilities that offer reliable protection from unauthorized
access and provide cardholders with the safest way to shop online
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Beware of Supply Scams
Your Point‐of‐Sale Staff is Your First Line of Defense
Recently, newly signed merchants received phone calls from businesses representing themselves as the
merchant’s current credit card processor. The merchants assume that the caller is indeed a representative of their
processing bank and consequently do not bother to validate the authenticity of the caller.
The callers state that they are aware that the merchants have new credit card machines and that they need to
perform customer upgrades to their machines. In addition, the callers mention that they have printer ribbons or
other supplies they can sell to them at a discounted rate. In most instances, the point‐of‐sale staff assumes the
callers are legitimate and agrees to the purchase. The merchants then receive the ribbons and are billed exorbitant
prices for basic supplies.
This represents one example of many scams regarding supply companies who are charging exorbitant costs for
basic supplies. These supply companies are obtaining merchant information illegally and are taking advantage of
current and new merchant customers as well. We have taken precautions to ensure that your business information
is not compromised.

Steps to take
Don’t be taken advantage of this way and remember to take the following steps to ensure that this does not
happen to your business.









Require all callers to clearly identify themselves
Do not give out credit card numbers over the phone
Ask if you can phone the caller back if you are suspicious
Question suspicious behavior such as nervous and shaky voice patterns
Never allow unauthorized personnel to perform service on your point‐of‐sale terminals
Never give a prospective employee access to your online statement or information.
Report suspected fraud to a customer service representative only
Order supplies from your current bank processor only

Remember
Your point‐of‐sale staff is your first line of defense against supply scams. To order your new supplies, contact a
customer service representative at 1.800.853.1499.
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Portfolio Manager
Merchant Enrollment Steps
We encourage you to enroll in the Portfolio Manager Portal.
Portfolio Manager will allow you to view daily deposits, perform research and access your monthly statements and
help you manage your processing expense.

To enroll in Portfolio Manager today, simply follow the steps below.
Step 1:
Shortly after your conversion date, an email was sent to the email address we have on file for Epicor® Payment
Exchange™ with a link to Portfolio Manager Enrollment. Please locate the email which contains the subject line of
“New Password Notification.”
Step 2:
Click on the Link in the email and complete the enrollment form.




Username: Provide your Merchant Account Number here (Note: this is your new processing merchant
number. This number will be the user ID any time you want to access Portfolio Manager).
First Name: User’s First Name
Last Name: User’s Last Name
Temp Password: This field will be pre‐filled for you.
Password: Please create a password that is 8‐20 characters with 1 number and 1 special character.
Re‐enter Password: Re‐enter the same password that you have entered above.
Email address: Enter the email address that password resets should be sent to.
Choose a security question: Pick a security question that you will remember.
Choose the answer to the security question: Pick the appropriate answer to the question.



Click Submit: You will be logged directly into Portfolio Manager.









Step 3:

NEED HELP? GIVE US A CALL AT 800.853.1499 AND WE WILL BE HAPPY TO ASSIST.
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Service Guide
Service Contact Information
Important Contact Information.
If you have a question, or need support, we have assembled a list of contact information for your reference below.




Funding/Batch Processing,
Statements/Fees/Supplies
Epicor Payment Exchange Support
800.853.1499
4am‐8pm M‐F, 5am‐4pm Sat., 6am‐4pm Sun.



Stand Alone Terminals, Install, Changes,
Error Messages, etc.
Stand Alone Terminal Support
800.366.1841– Option 2
24/7




Payeezy Support
855.448.3493
24/7


Support for Clover Products
Clover Support
855. 853. 8340
24/7



Chargeback and Retrieval Request



Chargeback & Retrievals Support
800.366.1841– Option 4 or
800.443.4651 8am‐8pm M‐F EST

Voice Authorization, Voice AVS, Referral
Voice Authorization Center
800.366.1841– Option 1
24/7

Support for Payeezy Website (Virtual
Terminal)

Confused and Just Need to Talk to Someone?
Epicor Payment Exchange Support
800.853.1499
4am‐8pm M‐F, 5am‐4pm Sat., 6am‐4pm Sun.
www.epicorpaymentexchange.com
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Glossary of Terms
Acquirer
An acquirer is an organization licensed as a member of Visa/MasterCard as an affiliated bank or bank/processor
alliance that is in the business of processing credit card transactions for businesses (acceptors) and is always
acquiring new merchants.
Address Verification Service (AVS)
The process of validating a cardholder’s given address against the issuer’s records, to determine accuracy and
deter fraud. This service is provided as part of a credit card authorization for mail order/telephone order
transactions. A code is returned with the authorization result that indicates the level of accuracy of the address
match and helps secure the most favorable interchange rates.
Adjustment
An adjustment is initiated by the acquirer in order to correct a processing error. The error could be a duplication of
a transaction or the result of a cardholder dispute. The acquirer debits or credits the merchant DDA account for
the dollar amount of the adjustment.
Apple Pay
Apple Pay is a mobile payment and digital wallet service by Apple Inc. that lets users make payments using Apple
devices. It is scheduled to launch in the United States in October 2014 for the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus, and
Apple Watch‐compatible devices (iPhone 5 and later models).
Assessments
Assessments are processing fees merchants pay to the Card Associations to finance their roles in operating the
network, setting rules, setting pricing, research and development, and marketing/branding. They are a set
percentage of the sale and are generally collected on a daily or monthly basis.
Associations
Any entity formed to administer and promote credit and cards. The best known examples of Associations are
MasterCard and Visa.
Authorization
The process of verifying the credit card has sufficient funds (credit) available to cover the amount of the
transaction. An authorization is obtained for every sale. An approval response in the form of a code sent to a
merchant’s POS equipment (usually a terminal) from a card issuing financial institution that verifies availability of
credit or funds in the cardholder account to make the purchase. Also see point‐of‐sale.
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Authorization Response
An issuing financial institution’s electronic message reply to an authorization request, which may include:
APPROVAL
Transaction was approved
DECLINE
Transaction was not approved
CALL CENTER
Response pending more information, merchant must call the toll‐free authorization phone number.
Automated Clearing House (ACH) File
A file with instructions for the exchange and settlement of electronic payments passed between financial
institutions. It represents debits and credits to be deducted from an account automatically as they occur.
Average Ticket (Average Sale)
The average dollar amount of a merchant’s typical sale. The average ticket amount is calculated by dividing the
total sales volume by the total number of sales for the specified time period.
Batch
The accumulation of captured credit card transactions in the merchant’s terminal or POS awaiting settlement.
Capture
The submission of an electronic credit card transaction for financial settlement. Authorized credit card sales must
be captured and settled in order for a merchant to receive funds for those sales. Also see settlement.
Cardholder Data
Full magnetic stripe or the PAN plus any of the following:




Cardholder name
Expiration date
Service code

Card Issuing Bank
An EFT Network Member‐Bank that runs a credit card or debit card “purchasing service” for their account holders.
An example is CitiBank and the CitiBank Visa Card that they issue.
Card Not Present
A transaction where the card is not present at the time of the transaction (such as mail order or telephone order).
Credit card data is manually entered into the terminal, as opposed to swiping a card’s magnetic stripe through the
terminal.
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Card Validation Code 2 (CVC2)
The CVC2 is a three‐digit value, which appears at the end of the MasterCard card account number printed in the
signature panel that provides a cryptographic check of the card’s embossed information.
Card Verification Code 2 (CVV2)
A three‐digit value, which appears at the end of the Visa card account number printed in the signature panel that
provides a cryptographic check of the card’s embossed information.
Chargeback
A credit card transaction that is billed back to the merchant after the sale has been settled. Chargebacks are
initiated by the card issuer on behalf of the cardholder. Typical cardholder disputes involve product delivery failure
or product/service dissatisfaction. Cardholders are urged to try to obtain satisfaction from the merchant before
disputing the bill with the credit card issuer.
Clearing and Settlement
The process of exchanging financial transactions details between an acquirer and an issuer to facilitate posting of a
cardholder’s account and reconciliation of a customer’s settlement position.
Close Batch
The process of sending the batch for settlement.
Compromise
Intrusion into computer system where unauthorized disclosure, modification, or destruction of cardholder data is
suspected.
Corporate Card
Charge card designed for business‐related expenses, such as travel and entertainment.
Credit (Reversal)
Nullification of an authorized transaction (sale) that has not been settled. If supported by the card issuer, a
reversal will immediately “undo” an authorization and return it to the open‐to‐buy balance on a cardholder’s
account. Some card issuers do not support reversals.
DDA Account
This is the merchants Demand Deposit Account, otherwise known as the merchant’s home town bank account.
Debit Card
Payment card whose funds are withdrawn directly from the cardholder’s checking account at the time of sale
(online debit on a debit network) or after batch settlement (off‐line debit on a credit card network).
DES
Data Encryption Standard (DES). Block cipher elected as the official Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS)
for the United States in 1976. Successor is the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES).
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Deposit Account
A deposit relationship between a customer and a financial institution. This includes, but is not limited to, demand
deposit (checking), savings, share draft and accounts maintained at the institution.
Discount Rate
The percentage of sales amounts that the bankcard acquirer or travel and entertainment (T&E) card issuer charges
the merchant for the settlement of the transactions.
Dues and Assessments
Dues and Assessments are processing fees merchants pay to the Card Associations to finance their roles in
operating the network, setting rules, setting pricing, research/development, and marketing/branding. They are a
set percentage of the sale and are generally collected on a daily or monthly basis.
Edit Rejects
The rejection of a sales draft by Visa or MasterCard before a transaction processes through interchange, but after
it has been paid by the acquirer.
Electronic Benefits Transfer (EBT)
The distribution of government agency benefits electronically via a plastic Electronic Benefits Transfer (EBT) Card.
Electronic Draft Capture (EDC)
Process of electronically authorizing, capturing and settling a credit card transaction.
Encryption
Process of converting information into an unintelligible form except to holders of a specific cryptographic key.
Encryption protects information between the encryption process and the decryption process (the inverse of
encryption) against unauthorized disclosure.
Europay, Mastercard and Visa (EMV)
EMV stands for Europay, MasterCard and Visa, a global standard for inter‐operation of integrated circuit cards (IC
cards or “chip cards”) and IC card capable point of sale (POS) terminals and automated teller machines (ATMs), for
authenticating credit and debit card transactions.
Exception Processing
Any special requirements a merchant has in terms of reporting, accounting, programming or other areas, which
necessitate additional work by the processor or acquiring bank.
Expiration Date
The date embossed on the card beyond which the card must not be honored.
Fleet Cards
Private label credit cards designed for repairs, maintenance and fueling of business vehicles.
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Footer
Text printed at the bottom of a sales draft. A merchant can customize the footer (i.e., Have a Nice Day, No
Refunds, Thank You for Shopping With Us, etc.).
Host
Offer services to merchants and other service providers. Services range from simple to complex; from shared space
on a server to a whole range of shopping cart options; from payment applications to connections to payment
gateways and processors; and for hosting dedicated to just one customer per server.
Host Draft Capture
Transactions are captured at the point of authorization. No batch settlement is ever required.
Independent Sales Organization (ISO)
An ISO is an Independent Sales Organization that represents a Bank or Bank/Processor alliance. Epicor Payment
Exchange, Inc. is a registered Merchant Services Provider with Wells Fargo Bank N.A. Walnut Creek, CA.
Interchange Fees
The fee that Visa and MasterCard require merchants to pay cardissuing banks for accepting their credit and debit
cards.
Issuing Financial Institution
The bank or other financial institution that extends credit to a cardholder through bankcard accounts. The financial
institution issues a credit card and bills the cardholder for purchases against the bankcard account. Also referred to
as the cardholder’s financial institution. Simply put the issuer is a bank or other institution that issues a credit card
or debit card to an individual.
Magnetic Stripe
A strip of magnetic tape affixed to the back of credit cards containing identifying data, such as account number and
cardholder name.
Mail Order/Telephone Order (MOTO)
Credit card transactions initiated via mail, email or telephone. Also known as card‐not‐present transactions.
Magnetic Stripe Data (Track Data)
Data encoded in the magnetic stripe used for authorization during transactions when the card is presented.
Entities must not retain full magnetic stripe data subsequent to transaction authorization. Specifically, subsequent
to authorization, service codes, discretionary data/ Card Validation Value/Code, and proprietary reserved values
must be purged; however, account number, expiration date, name, and service code may be extracted and
retained, if needed for business.
Manual Close
A batch close that must be initiated by the merchant on a daily basis, as opposed to an auto close at a pre‐set time.
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Merchant
A government agency, retailer or any other person, firm or corporation that, pursuant to a merchant agreement
agrees to accept credit and/or debit cards when properly presented.
Merchant Agreement
A written contract between a merchant and a bank containing their respective rights, duties and warranties, with
respect to the acceptance of the bankcard and matters related to the bankcard activity.
Merchant Identification Number (MID)
This number is generated by a processor/acquirer and is specific to each individual merchant location. This number
is used to identify the merchant during processing of daily transactions, rejects, adjustments, chargebacks, end‐of‐
month processing fees, etc.
Near‐Field Communication (NFC)
NFC, or near‐field communication, is an easy and intuitive technology that allows you to use your mobile phone for
special purposes. An NFC tag can share and link to information such as web pages, social media and all other sorts
of other information generally
Off‐line Debit (Signature Debit)
A debit card transaction performed where the purchase is debited from the cardholder’s checking account after
the clearing and settlement.
On‐line Debit (PIN Debit)
A debit card transaction where a customer uses a Personal Identification Number (PIN) to authenticate the
transaction. These transactions are authorized and posted to the cardholder’s checking account simultaneously.
Payment Application Data Security Standards (PA‐DSS)
The PA‐ DSS is a security standard created to help software vendors and others develop secure payment
applications that do not store prohibited data.
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DSS)
The PCI DSS is a security standard that includes requirements for security management, policies, and procedures.
Payment Gateway
A means by which users of one computer service or network can access certain kinds of information in a different
service or network.
Point of Sale (POS)
A location where credit card transactions are performed with the cardholder present, such as a retail store. The
card is read magnetically, and the cardholder’s signature is obtained as insurance against the transaction. This is
the most secure form of credit card commerce.
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POS Terminal
Equipment used to capture, transmit and store credit card transactions at the point‐of‐sale. Examples are VeriFone
terminals. Examples are Hypercom and VeriFone terminals.
Private Label Cards
Credit, debit or stored‐value cards that can be used only within a specific merchant’s store. Private Label cards are
also referred to as proprietary cards.
Processor
A processor is the company that routes an Authorization Request from a point of sale device to Visa or
MasterCard, and then arranges for Fund Settlement to the merchant.
Reference Number
The number assigned to each monetary transaction in a cardholder billing system. Each reference number is
printed on the monthly statement to help to retrieve the document, should the cardholder question it.
Retrieval Request
The request for an original sales slip or legible reproduction of a sales slip as identified in the electronic record.
Sales Draft (Ticket)
A form showing an obligation on the cardholder’s part to pay money (i.e., the sales amount) to the card issuer. This
is the piece of paper that is signed when making the purchase. Sales draft data can be captured electronically and
sent to be processed over the phone lines.
Settlement
The process of sending a merchant’s batch to the network for processing and payment. For non‐bankcards, the
issuer pays the merchant directly (less applicable fees) and then bills the cardholder. For bankcards, the acquirer
pays the merchant (less applicable fees) with funds from Visa/MasterCard. The bankcard issuer then bills the
cardholder for the amount of the sale. Also see capture.
Smart Card
A credit‐type card that electronically stores the cardholder’s account information in the card itself. Secure Socket
Layer (SSL) Encryption Established industry standard that encrypts the channel between a web browser and web
server to ensure the privacy and reliability of data transmitted over this channel.
Terminal
Equipment used to capture, transmit and store credit card transactions.
Travel and Entertainment (T & E) Cards
Credit or charge card used by businesses for travel and entertainment expenses. Examples of these cards are
American Express, Diners Club, Carte Blanche and JCB.
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Virtual Terminal
Website that can perform card present and no card present transactions.
Zero Floor Limit
A floor limit that requires all cardholder transactions to be sent to the issuer for authorization.
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Appendix B
Frequently Asked Questions
Regarding Your Merchant Account
Now that I have received my Welcome Guide what is the next step to get started?
Please refer to the Welcome Guide for merchant enrollment steps. Enrolling will allow you access to Portfolio
Manager, our online tool.

What is Portfolio Manager?
Portfolio Manager is your one stop solution for online merchant reporting information including online
statements.

How do I receive my statement?
With Portfolio Manager your statements are available online. YOU WILL NOT RECEIVE A PAPER STATEMENT
UNLESS YOU REQUEST IT. If you would like to receive a paper statement or a statement via e mail in addition to
the online statement, those options are available. However, there may be an additional charge. Please contact the
Advice Line at 800.853.1499 to add statements via US Mail or via e‐mail.

When will I receive my statement?
Online statements are posted on the first of the month for all transactions in the prior month. For example, on
September 1 your August statement will be available. If you have opted to receive paper statements, your
statement will arrive via mail on/ or before the seventh of each month.

How and when are the processing fees deducted from my account?
Processing fees are calculated at month‐end and are automatically deducted from your account by the third
business day of each month.

Will MasterCard, Visa, Discover, and American Express bill me separately?
Epicor Payment Exchange is now able to offer Full Service Processing for American Express, just like Visa,
MasterCard, and Discover. The fees from the associations and Epicor’s processing fees will now all show on the
same statement.

What do I do with my copies of the sales drafts (receipts)?
All sales drafts should be stored by the merchant in a restricted access area. You should retain all original sales
drafts or legible microfilm copies for at least three years after the transaction date
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Do I need to have an imprint of the card for it to be accepted for payment?
You do not need an imprint of the card IF the transaction was swiped through a fully operational point‐of sale
system device. You will need to create an imprinted receipt if the transaction was manually entered into your POS
device or a receipt was not automatically generated by your POS device.

What do I do if my point‐of‐sale system/device in not operational?
You can continue accepting card payments utilizing the Virtual Terminal or via voice authorization process. The
telephone number for voice authorization is 800.366.1841. The voice authorization system will provide you with a
response code similar to what you receive when your POS system/device is operational, such as “approved” or
“declined.” If the transaction is approved, you will receive an approval code. Write down the approval code on the
sales draft, then insert the sales draft with the approval code into your manual imprinter and take a manual
imprint of the card. When your POS system/device is operational again, enter the transaction details into your
system so it can be captured electronically. PLEASE RETAIN MANUAL SALES DRAFTS IN A RESTRICTED ACCESS
AREA.

Where do I go if I need supplies or if I have questions?
Please contact Epicor Payment Exchange customer support at 800.853.1499.

About Epicor
Epicor Software Corporation drives business growth. We provide flexible, industry‐specific software that is designed
around the needs of our manufacturing, distribution, retail, and service industry customers. More than 40 years of
experience with our customers’ unique business processes and operational requirements is built into every solution—in
the cloud, hosted, or on premises. With a deep understanding of your industry, Epicor solutions spur growth while
managing complexity. The result is powerful solutions that free your resources so you can grow your business. For more
information, connect with Epicor or visit www.epicor.com.

Corporate Office
804 Las Cimas Parkway
Austin, TX 78746
USA
Toll Free:
+1.888.448.2636
Direct:
+1.512.328.2300
Fax:
+1.512.278.5590

Latin America and Caribbean
Blvd. Antonio L. Rodriguez #1882 Int. 104
Plaza Central, Col. Santa Maria
Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, CP 64650
Mexico
Phone:
+52.81.1551.7100
Fax:
+52.81.1551.7117

Europe, Middle East and Africa
No. 1 The Arena
Downshire Way
Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 1PU
United Kingdom
Phone:
+44.1344.468468
Fax:
+44.1344.468010

Asia
238A Thomson Road #23‐06
Novena Square Tower A
Singapore 307684
Singapore
Phone: +65.6333.8121
Fax:
+65.6333.8131

Australia and New Zealand
Suite 2 Level 8,
100 Pacific Highway
North Sydney, NSW 2060
Australia
Phone:
+61.2.9927.6200
Fax:
+61.2.9927.6298

